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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options would a Citrix Engineer select when using the
XenDesktop Setup Wizard to deploy streamed desktop OS machines?
(Choose two.)
A. Delivery Group
B. vDisk in Private Mode
C. vDisk in Standard Mode
D. Device Collection

Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two options are benefits of the web threat-centric
solution? (Choose two.)
A. email encryption with CRES
B. malware blocking with AMP
C. policy driver URL filtering
D. rogue web filtering protection through CTA
E. data loss prevention with NGFW
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about northbound and southbound APIs are
(rue? (Choose two.)
A. Only southbound AP| .interlaces use a Service Abstraction
Layer.
B. Only southbound APIs allow program control of the network.
C. Both northbound and southbound APIs allow program control of
the network.
D. Both northbound and southbound API interlaces use a Service
Abstraction Layer.
E. Only northbound API interfaces use a Service Abstraction
Layer.
F. Only northbound APIs allow program control of the network.
Answer: A,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
A potential customer requires 4 PB of usable capacity to store
media files. The workloads are a combination of streaming video
delivery and long term archive of video assets.
There is very little space available in the customer's
datacenter, so physical density is very important. The customer
is concerned about performance impact and potential data loss
when using 3 TB or larger drives.
What Isilon capabilities can address the customer's concerns?
A. N+3 and N+4 Protection Levels exceed traditional RAID6
availability.
Proactive hot sparing eliminates most drive rebuilds.
Endurant Cache reduces the overhead for write operations.
B. Isilon does not perform rebuilds - data reprotection is
typically 2x-3x faster than traditional RAID rebuilds.
Data recovery is consistent, taking the same amount of time
regardless of cluster size.
Isilon 'short strokes' 4TB drives to reduce rebuild time.
C. Isilon does not perform rebuilds - data reprotection is
typically 2x-3x faster than traditional RAID rebuilds.

N+3 and N+4 Protection Levels exceed traditional RAID6
availability.
Data redistribution runs faster with more nodes in the cluster.
D. Isilon nodes have more drives per rack unit so fewer shelves
are required.
Proactive hot sparing eliminates most drive rebuilds.
N+3 and N+4 Protection Levels exceed traditional RAID6
availability.
Answer: C
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